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FOREWORD
The Cooper Ornithological Society is pleased to
present the report of the Advisory Panel on the
Spotted Owl to the ornithological community.
This panel was asked to judge the present status
and future probabilities of this owl’s populations
with increasing harvesting of old-growth forests
in California, Oregon, and Washington. Further,
the panel was to suggestresearch priorities to
consolidate the information base on which timber management considerations will be made.
The importance of this issueis manifest in the
report. Very probably fewer than 6000 of the two
races Strix occidentalisoccidentalisand S.O.
caurinaremain in Washington, Oregon, and California from Kern County northward, with an
estimated 2000 breeding pairs in that area. The
Mexican Spotted Owl (S.O. fucida)is even rarer.
Some observerssuggestthat the owl is so closely
tied to old-growth forestsin the northern portion
of its range that any further harvesting of these
forestswould reduce the speciesin proportion to
the area harvested. Many millions of dollars of
timber and related jobs hinge on the outcome of
decisionsmade on harvesting of old-growth timber. Thus the biology of this owl is a sensitive
issue, but one which deserves a complete and
impartial hearing. I feel strongly that the issue
received such a hearing from the panel.
A panel of experts was first suggestedby the
National Audubon Society which contacted the
Cooper Society in mid-1985. To make the effort
as broadly based as possible, the Society conferred with the President of the American Ornithologists’Union, Dr. FrancesJames.With Dr.
James, we jointly appointed the panel and recommended to the Audubon Society that Dr. William R. Dawson be appointed chair. After his
appointment, Dr. Dawson organized the panel,
took testimony in the Pacific states,and carefully
broughttogetherthe final product which you have
below. The Audubon Society published a limited
number of copies of the report (Audubon Conservation Rep. no. 7, 1986) but it is of such
importance to the scientific community, and its
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history has been tied so directly to the Cooper
Society, that we believe it is appropriate to publish it in The Condor.
As you will see, the report is extremely comprehensive and a model to all those who attempt
such a task in the future. We have not included
the appendices,which included a glossary,documents provided to the panel, the panel’s agenda, and estimated costsof future research,as we
felt that these were unnecessaryto the scientific
community’s understanding of the problem.
The costs of the panel and of the publishing
in The Condorwere met by a private, anonymous donor. We are very grateful to this donor,
and to each of the scientific panel members for
their long hours of work, dedication to an excellent product, and their fairness in reaching
their conclusions. Ornithology, and the Spotted
Owl, will long be in their debt.
C. John Ralph
President
I. Introduction
A. Background

In recent years, the Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalk) has achieved a notoriety in the Pacific
Northwest that contrasts sharply with its inconspicuousnature. This arises from the combination of (1) the close association of the owl with
old-growth Douglas-fir forest from the western
slope of the Cascadesto the coast in Oregon and
Washington and in the northwest coastal belt of
California, with (2) indications of decline in the
numbers of the species in this area as timber
operations reduce the available old-growth habitat.
The principal remaining old-growth Douglasfir forestsin Oregon, Washington, and northwest
California lie on federal lands, mainly those in
the national forests.Cutting theseforestswithout
retention of adequate habitat for Spotted Owls
could threaten the maintenance of viable populations. Formal concern for the speciesdeveloped in the Pacific Northwest in the early 1970’s.
It initially focused on the Oregon population,
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then came to include the birds in Washington
State. First in response to recommendations of
the Interagency Oregon EndangeredSpeciesTask
Force and subsequently of the Spotted Owl Subcommittee of the Oregon-Washington Interagency Wildlife Committee, management directions for the SpottedOwl on national forestswere
developed, commencing in 1976. Revisions of
these directions were necessaryover the ensuing
years, for knowledge of this bird in the Pacific
Northwest was increasing (see Forsman et al.
1984).
The 1981 Draft Pacific Regional Plan was a
benchmark in the management effort. It retommended numbers of Spotted Owl pairs and
requirements on distribution to be evaluated in
forest planning. This draft also included, in an
appendix, the February, 198 1, proposedrevision
of the Oregon Interagency Spotted Owl Management Plan. Issuance of the 198 1 Draft Regional
Plan was followed by the development of planning directions to the national forestsfor Spotted
Owls and, in May, 1984, by publication of the
Final Regional Guide and Final Environmental
Impact Statement for the Pacific Northwest Region. A preferred alternative of maintaining 375
pairs of Spotted Owls on national forest lands in
Oregon and Washington was specified.Sufficient
old-growth habitat areas of 1000 acres (405 ha)
each,basedon the estimate contained in the 198 1
revision of the Oregon Interagency Spotted Owl
Management Plan, were to be provided to achieve
this goal. Each of the national forests in the Pacific Northwest was assignedthe portion of the
375 pairs of owls for which it would be responsible. As the land management plans of the forests developed, it was proposed that approximately 550 Spotted Owl habitat areas of 1000
acres (405 ha) each be maintained.
The appearance of the Final Regional Guide
and Final Environmental Impact Statement was
followed in October, 1984, by an appeal filed by
the National Wildlife Federation, The Oregon
Wildlife Federation, the Lane County Audubon
Society, and the Oregon Natural Resources
Council. This appeal characterized the management provisions for the Spotted Owl as inadequate for assuringlong-term viability of the bird
in the Pacific Northwest Region.
Representatives of the timber industry intervened in the appeal and claimed that the Forest
Service was protecting more habitat than was
required for a viable population of owls. The

Secretary’s Office of the Department of Agriculture reversed the Chief of the Forest Service’s
decision concerning the Final Regional Guide
and Final Environmental Impact Statement,
thereby necessitating the formulation of a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement.This
action has brought matters concerning the Spotted Owl in the Pacific Northwest into a new and
critical phase that has intensified interest on the
part of the timber industry, conservation groups,
and various governmental agencies.
B. The Scientific Advisory Panel on the SpottedOwl:

Backgroundand Operations
As the controversy concerning the Northern
Spotted Owl intensified, an anonymous donor
provided the National Audubon Society with
funds to allow formation of an Advisory Panel
on the species. The composition of this panel
was determined by the Presidents of the American Ornithologists’ Union and the Cooper Ornithological Society.The Advisory Panel’s members and professionalaffiliations are summarized
in the list of authors of this report. The Panel
includes both ecologistsand ornithologists, none
of whom had taken part in the controversy over
the Spotted Owl among the various interests in
the Pacific Northwest. The National Audubon
Society asked the Panel to assessthe status and
prospectsof the Spotted Owl insofar as current
information allows, to specify priorities for future research,and to identify management strategiesthat would assuremaintenance of a viable
population over the long term. As we commenced our task in late fall, 1985, the appearance
of the Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement was becoming imminent. We have
been mindful of the likelihood that our deliberations and recommendations would be relevant to assessingthe probable effectiveness of
the management alternatives identified for the
Spotted Owl in that document.
The Advisory Panel has approached its tasks
with the realization that consideration of the
Spotted Owl produces a special set of concerns.
While the long-range viability of the speciesin
the northwestern segment of its range is at risk
if present harvest rates of the timber resources
of old-growth Douglas-fir forests continue,
prompt initiation of prudent management efforts
affords a reasonable prospect of assuring the future of the bird in this segment.A major concern
arisesfrom the fact that the effortsthat will prove
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to be prudent are affected by both immediate
and longer range considerations. They must not
only benefit Spotted Owls in the near-term but
also offer a sufficient range of options to respond
to any needs for amending management plans
that becomeapparentasinformation on the bird’s
population genetics,demography, and reproductive biology develops further.
The Advisory Panel has relied on a variety of
sourcesin developing the information base used
in preparing this report. We have solicited documents concerningthe Spotted Owl from a broad
spectrum of interested individuals and organizations. These documents include articles published in the open literature, reports, position
statements, administrative directions, and
memos (Appendix II). The Panel also conducted
a series of hearings in Sacramento, California,
and Vancouver, Washington, in December, 1985,
in which researcherson the Spotted Owl and
representatives of governmental agencies, the
timber industry, and conservation groups, and
private citizens presented statements and responded to questions. Participation in these
hearings is summarized in Appendix III. The
hearingswere supplementedby a February, 1986,
meeting in Boulder, Colorado, with representatives of the USDA Forest Services responsible
for wildlife matters. Finally, the Panel has reviewed relevant parts of the general literature
concerningpopulation genetics,demography,and
the biology of extinct, threatened, and endangered speciesto facilitate interpretation of the
information available on the Spotted Owl.
In dealing with the Spotted Owl in Washington
and Oregon, the Panel identified a general issue:
the importance of this bird may well transcend
its position as a single vertebrate member of a
biological community. Its closelinkage with oldgrowth Douglas-fir forests appears to make it a
sensitive indicator of the condition and extent
of this important plant assemblage.The importance of this assemblagein the Pacific Northwest
is not confined to provision oftimber, recreation,
scenic values, habitat for an assortment of wildlife, and stable and productive watersheds.Such
old-growth forestalso supportsan array ofenergy
capture and nutrient cycling functions that are
of fundamental and long-term importance to the
ecology of the region (Maser and Trappe 1984).
The Spotted Owl in the Northwest is thus a metaphor for a much broader set of environmental
concerns.
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As the Advisory Panel commenced its activities, it was deemed appropriate to extend attention to the populations of Spotted Owls in northwest California and in the Sierra Nevada (the
taxonomy of these populations as it is currently
understood is summarized in 1I.A). The former
population resemblesthose in the Pacific Northwest in its close ties with old-growth forest. The
latter, which occurs in the forests of the Sierra
Nevada from the foothills up to approximately
8000 ft (2438 m) at the southern end of this
mountain range, apparently differs from these
other birds in not being so rigidly dependent on
old-growth forest. We have not dealt with the
Spotted Owls in Colorado, Utah, Arizona, New
Mexico, or Texas. Of more immediate concern
here, we have also omitted consideration of the
birds in coastal central and southern California
(i.e., in Monterey, San Luis Obispo, and Santa
Barbara Counties south) owing to (1) a paucity
of information on their habitat requirements, (2)
lack of any data on demography, and (3) their
probable isolation from more northern populations. G. I. Gould, Jr. (pers. comm.), estimates
that this coastal central/southern Californian
population contains only about 300 individuals.
While not as threatened by timber harvesting as
their more northern counterparts,thesebirds may
be confronted by other human impacts. Their
situation thus requires continuing surveillance.
In view of the above considerations, it is crucial for readers of this report to understand its
major orientation. It speaks to prominent concerns and needs regarding the Spotted Owl over
its range in Washington, Oregon, northwest California, and the Sierra Nevada, rather than dealing with the statusof this bird only in a particular
administrative jurisdiction of any single agency.
II. Present Knowledge of the Spotted Owl
in the Pacific States
A. Distribution and Migratory

Movements

The Spotted Owl was first described in 1860 by
Xantus de Vesey on the basis of a specimen collected two years earlier at Fort Tejon, Kern
County, California. Subsequentknowledgeofthe
owl’s range, occurrence,and morphological variation resulted in the recognition of three subspecies(Bent 1938; Peters 1940; Grinnell and
Miller 1944):
Strix occidentalisoccidentalis-California Spotted Owl. Range: southeastern Shasta County
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team preparing the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement to the Pacific Northwest
Regional Guide, has recently summarized the
combined resultsof the various juvenile disperal
studies. Although 80% of the radio-tagged juveniles dispersedlessthan 12 mi (19.3 km), some
14% traveled 40 mi (64.4 km) or more, up to a
maximum of 62 mi (99.8 km). The ability of
some young owls to travel fairly great distances
appearsto castfurther doubt on the effectiveness
of the potential geographic barriers mentioned
previously. However, much remains to be learned
about dispersal distances and successthrough
various types of landscapefeaturesand habitats.
A recent radiotelemetry study (Laymon 1985)
in the central Sierra Nevada of California has
revealed a hitherto undocumented pattern of seasonal migration by adult Spotted Owls. These
Considerable doubt has always existed regard- birds began a downslope movement in late Ocing the validity of the separation of northern and tober, dispersing over distancesas great as 19.9
Californian subspecies.The presumed zones of mi (32 km), moving southwestward into disseparation involve a narrow belt extending tinctly different habitats (pine-oak woodland)
through portions of Shasta County in northern where they remained until late winter. They reCalifornia and a hiatus through the San Franturned to their nest sites in the mixed-conifer
ciscoBay region on the coast.Intense speculation forest by mid-April. The downslope movement
has also existed regarding possible geographic involved an average descent of 2297 ft (700 m;
isolation of populations in the Pacific Northwest. N = 4 birds), which allowed the owls to occupy
In fact, the current position of the Washington winter rangesbelow the level of persistent snow.
Department of Game is that the owl is repre- Laymon (1985) speculated that the behavioral
sented in the state by two discrete gene pools differences(i.e., in habitat, prey utilization, and
(Juelson 1985). The population occupying the migration) between the owls of the Sierra Nevada
Olympic Peninsula is considered to be repro- and the populations ofthe Pacific Northwest may
ductively isolatedfrom owlsin the CascadeRange reflect genetic differences associated with subby the non forestedregions of the Puget Trough. specificdifferentiation (see1I.A). However, L. W.
The Department further hypothesizes that the Brewer and H. L. Allen (pers. comm.) reported
Columbia River constitutes a barrier that genet- that Spotted Owls in Washington also undertake
ically isolatesthe Cascadespopulation in Wash- movements between breeding and wintering
ington from that in Oregon. Insufficient data ex- ranges. Laymon (1985) correctly assertedthat a
ist at present to test these isolation hypotheses; different spectrum of management challengesis
this subject and its implication are dealt with in presented by downslope migration in the Sierra
greaterdetail in other sectionsofthis report (II.C,
Nevada, which brings Spotted Owls into areas
V.B).
that are subject to increasing habitat alteration
The extent of movements of the speciescom- owing to various human impacts, a situation
prisesanother matter of uncertainty. Adult Spot- complicated by the multiple ownerships of the
ted Owls were long regardedas sedentary,where- land involved.
as juveniles were thought to follow a rather B. Habitat Requirementsand Prey Base
conventional owl pattern of post-natal dispersal.
1. Habitat relations
Several recent studies facilitated by radio-telemetric techniques support these views as they Considerable effort has been expended in atpertain to the owls of Oregon and northwest Caltempts to characterizedefinitively the habitat reifornia (Forsman et al. 1984; Sisco 1984; Guquirements of the Spotted Owl. A preciseknowltitrrez et al. 1985; Miller and Meslow 1985). B. edge of the owl’s habitat needs is of manifest
G. Marcot, a member of the interdisciplinary
importance to all parties in the controversy resouth through the Sierra Nevada to Kern
County; Coast Ranges from Monterey County
to San Diego County; northern Baja California
(Sierra San Pedro Martir).
S. o. cuurina-Northern Spotted Owl (described
by C. H. Merriam in 1898). Range: southwestern British Columbia; western Washington; western Oregon; northwestern California
(south to Marin County and east to northeastern Shasta County).
S. o. lucida-Mexican Spotted Owl (described
by E. W. Nelson in 1903). Range: southern
Utah and central Colorado, south through
mountainous regions of Arizona and New
Mexico; Guadalupe Mountains of western
Texas; mountains of northern and central
Mexico south to Michoacan and Guanajuato.
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garding the preservation of the species,as well
as the larger issueof perpetuating significant segments of the old-growth Douglas-fir forest ecosystem. Prior to the 1970’s, very little quantitative information had been acquired on the
Spotted Owl’s habitat use, local distribution, or
abundance, and the bird was usually characterized in field guidesand other literature as “rare,”
“uncommon,” or “secretive.”
The first published studies to addresshabitat
requirements specifically were those of Gould
(1974) in California and Forsman (1976) in Oregon.These have been followed by others seeking
more precise definition of habitat needs. These
research efforts have been sponsored and/or
funded by federal and stateagencies,universities,
private conservation organizations, and private
industry. Gutierrez (1985) provided an overview
of Spotted Owl researchduring the last decade,
with particular attention to habitat studies and
investigations of owl dependenceon old-growth.
Another useful summary of the owl’s habitat requirements has been compiled by the interdisciplinary team in Chapter 3, Table 3-3a of the
draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (USDA Forest Service 1986). It should
also be pointed out that habitat studieshave not
been confined to the breeding season; diligent
attemptshave been made to identify habitat needs
during fall and winter (e.g., Sisco 1984; Laymon
1985).
The major findings of the various studies on
habitat requirements of the Spotted Owl in Oregon, Washington and northwest California, can
be summarized as follows:
(a) Most studies have revealed a close association of the Spotted Owl in the Pacific Northwest and northwest California with dense oldgrowth forest; researchersgenerally feel that this
owl depends on such stands in these areas. A
strong correlation appears to exist between age
of forest stand and incidence of owl occupancy.
Ninety-three percent of 1500 known owl sitesin
Oregon were in standsexceeding 100 years in age
(Forsman et al. 1984). Similar patternshave been
observed in Washington and northwest California. Conversely, very few occupied sitesoccur in
stands with little or no old-growth (e.g., 10 out
of 595 sites in Oregon, Forsman et al. 1984).
(b) Owls use all major coniferous forest types
occurring at low and middle elevations (up to
about 4000 ft [ 1219 m] in Washington) in the
Pacific Northwest, with the exeption of certain
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pure stands with poor vertical foliage stratification (seeTable 3-2 in USDA Forest Service 1986).
(c) Becauselabels such as “old-growth” and
“mature” are imprecise and often ambiguous,
researchershave characterizedoptimum Spotted
Owl habitat as occurring in forestsof uneven age
having well-developed stratification (overstory,
midstory, understory), with large trees having
broken tops and cavities for nest sites, and with
a considerable degreeof “decadence,” i.e., dead
snags,many decaying logs, and much debris on
the forest floor (see Carey 1985 for review). A
detailed summary of specific habitat attributes
combining results of all major studies to date is
presentedin Table 3-3a (in USDA Forest Service
1986, pp. 3-8, 3-9).
(d) The area of suitable habitat or home range
required by Spotted Owls has received a good
deal of attention. In Oregon, Forsman et al.
(1984) using the convex polygon method, found
a mean of 6600 acres (2672 ha) of total home
range for six pairs of owls fitted with radio transmitters. The amount of old-growth in thesehome
rangesaveraged 2264 acres(9 17 ha). H. L. Allen
and L. W. Brewer (pers. comm.) presented data
on the home range requirements of Spotted Owls
in Washington. The mean total home range area
and area of old-growth forestsin the home range
of pairs amount to 7285 (N = 4 pairs) and 4202
(N = 3 pairs) acres (2949 and 1701 ha), respectively. The quantity of old-growth within the total home range appears to be the major determinant of home range size; where old-growth is
broken up into patchesor otherwise fragmented,
home ranges are larger (Forsman et al. 1984).
Size of home range as it relates to management
guidelines will be treated in section III of this
report.
(e) Like most speciesof owls, Spotted Owls do
not build nests but use naturally occurring sites,
which are readily available in the type of mature,
decadent forestspreviously described. The great
majority of nests in the Pacific Northwest have
been found either in broken tree tops or in tree
cavities resulting from heart rot; platform nests
built by other speciesare also used if available.
In the study by Forsman et al. (1984) 6 of the
47 nests found were in cavities, with platforms
accounting for the remainder.
(f) Some attempts (e.g., Barrows 1980; Forsman et al. 1984) have been made to determine
the preferred roosting habitat of the owls. Once
again, a strong preference for old-growth forest
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wasindicated, with 90% of 645 day-roostingadult
owls found in old-growth (Forsman et al. 1984)
Weather conditions were observed to have a
marked effect on perch position within the canopy. During warm weather, owls tended to roost
on lower perches,generally in the understory. On
the other hand, they roosted mainly in the overstory conifers during cold or rainy conditions.
(g) Several hypotheseshave been advanced to
account for the dependence of Spotted Owls on
old-growth. Biologists who have studied the
species extensively regard some five or six of
these as being the most plausible; these have recently been evaluated by Carey (1985) and Gutierrez (1985). In general, thesehypothesesrelate
dependenceon old-growth to: (1) availability of
suitable nest sites; (2) provision of appropriate
thermal cover, especially for avoidance of heat
stress;(3) presenceand availability of adequate
prey, owing to the complex vegetational structure
(treated as two separate hypotheses by Carey
(1985); (4) protection from predation, especially
by Great Homed Owls (Bubo virginianus) or
Northern Goshawks (Accipiter gentilis), which
presumably are hampered in foraging efficiency
by the lack of open flight spaceunder the closed
canopy; (5) possiblebehavioral and physiological
specialization owing to a long coevolutionary
history of the owls with old-growth forests. Obviously, several of thesehypothesesmay each be
partially responsiblefor the observedcorrelation
of the owls with old-growth stands.
A potentially seriouscomplication in the habitat relations of the Spotted Owl in northwest
California, Oregon, and Washington arisesfrom
the recentappearanceof the closelyrelated Barred
Owl (Strix vuria) in the area. This new arrival
displaysa wider range of habitat preferencesthan
its relative, but the possibility of competition
between the two speciesexists (H. L. Allen pers.
comm.; Allen and Brewer 1985). This could aggravate the problem of maintaining viable populations of Spotted Owls in the area with which
this report deals.
The habitat relations of the Spotted Owl in
areas outside of northwest California, Oregon,
and Washington are not well known, although
some data are available for the Sierra Nevada
population (assignedto the subspeciesStrix o.
occidentalis; see II.A), specifically on distribution (Gould 1977, 1985) food habits (Barrows
1980; Laymon 1985) and general ecology and
migration (Laymon 1985). Although noteworthy

differencesin behavior, migration, and food habits have been detected,the preferred nesting habitats in the Sierrasresemble structurally those in
the Pacific Northwest, in that the owls appear to
require mature forests with understory development, good canopy closure, and some degree
of decadence(Gould 1977). No detailed studies
of the habitat relations of the owls resident in
coastalareasof central California from Monterey
County south and in the mountains of southern
California (assignedto the same subspeciesas the
Sierran birds; see 1I.A) appear to be available,
although Bent (1938) described several nests in
canyon locations with well-developed riparian
vegetation; some nestswere in cavities or ledges
on cliffs, whereas others were in trees.
As noted earlier, the Spotted Owls of Oregon,
Washington, northwest California, and the Sierra
Nevada are the primary object of this report.
Nevertheless, for understanding the ecological
range of the species,there is utility in mentioning
some information on the natural history of the
birds ascribed to the Mexican race (Strix o. lucida; see 1I.A). These birds, which inhabit the
canyons and mountains of the southwest and
Mexico, have not received intensive study in respect to habitat relations, but some general information is available. J. S. Ligon (1926) characterized the birds in the mountains of New
Mexico as favoring “deep, narrow timbered canyons where there are always cool shady places.”
Six Spotted Owl localities in the Zion National
Park region of southwesternUtah were in “very
narrow, steep-walled canyons cut out of the Navajo Sandstoneformation by intermittent streams
at an elevation of approximately 5 118 ft [ 1560
ml” (Kertell 1977). The narrow nature of the
canyons used by the owls createsa temperature
and moisture regime considerably more moderate than would otherwise be expected in this
generally arid environment. Major plant species
in the canyons include ponderosa pine, firs, and
deciduous trees such as oaks and box elders. No
sightingsof owls have been recordedin Zion after
September and they are assumed to migrate to
lower, warmer elevations for the winter (L. Hayes
pers. comm.).
2. Prey relations
The food habits and prey relations of Spotted
Owls have been studied relative to the following:
(a) Prey speciesconsumed.-Most of the key
studies on the ecology of the owl in the Pacific
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Northwest and the Sierra Nevada have included (more of what is there can be caught) than other
data on types of prey taken, with the result that environmental structures.” In respectto seasonal
we now have reliable information on the assort- variation in prey availability and diet, Forsman
ment of speciesused and their relative propor- et al. (1984) found that Northern Flying Squirrels
accounted for more than 60% of all prey taken
tions in the diets of various populations. In Orduring fall and winter months on one study area;
egon, Forsman et al. (1984) analyzed over 4500
prey items, mainly from pellets, and found that this dropped to only 27% in mid-summer, when
98% ofthe prey biomass consistedof vertebrates, pocket gophers and other small mammals inwith mammals accounting for 90% of the total. creasedin frequency as they became more available and vulnerable to predation. Insects as prey
Mean body masses of prey ranged from 1.905.29 oz (54 to 150 g). Prey speciescomposition were important only during late summer and earvaried with forest type; Northern Flying Squir- ly fall in this study.
rels (Glaucomys sabrinus) and Red Tree Voles
(c) Foraging behavior. -Spotted Owls are
(Arborimyslongicaudus)were the dominant items largely “sit and wait” predators, scanning for poin forests of Douglas-fir and western hemlock, tential prey then diving from an elevated perch;
while Dusky-footed Woodrats (Neotoma fus- this tactic was used whether the intended prey
item was on the ground or in the trees (Forsman
cipes) predominated in the diets of owls living
in mixed-conifer forests. At higher elevations, et al. 1984). They have also been observed to
PocketGophers (Thomomys sp.)and Red-backed pursue squirrels and other arboreal prey by hopVoles (Clethrionomys sp.) were the major items. ping from limb to limb, and on one occasion to
attempt to retrieve chipmunks hiding within a
Analyses of diets of Spotted Owls in the mixedconiferous forest of northern California again tree cavity by probing with the beak (Forsman
et al. 1984). Gutierrez et al. (1984) suggestedthat
show a preponderance of woodrats (Gutierrez
1985), but Laymon (198 5) found greater species old-growth stands provide more potential foraging perches, and, combined with understory
diversity in the diet of the Sierran birds. His
analysisof the contentsof some 800 pelletsshows patchiness and gaps in the overstory, an optiapproximately equal proportions of Northern
mum foraging environment for the owls. They
Flying Squirrels, Dusky-footed Woodrats, and further conjectured that Spotted Owls forage ineffectively in shrub-sapling communities and
Western Gray Squirrels (Sciurus griseus). Dietary information on Spotted Owls in the south- other densely vegetated habitats. Evidence from
field studies (Solis 1983; Sisco and Gutitrrez
ern mountain statesand Mexico is scanty.Kertell
(1977) identified remains of woodrats,pocket go1984) suggeststhat different habitat types are
phers, and beetlesin pellets castby Spotted Owls used for foraging by males and females, with
males hunting the denser forest stands. This difin Zion National Park.
(b) Prey availability, abundance and seasonal ference may be related to greater maneuverabilvariation. -The available evidence points to ity conferred on males by their smaller size (they
greater frequency of Northern Flying Squirrels average about 20.5 oz [582 g] body mass versus
in the diets of owls in moist habitats, with wood- nearly 22.5 oz [637 g] for females, Earhart and
rats predominating as food in drier situations. Johnson 1970) and lighter wing loading. HowThis is presumed to reflect differences in prey ever, more observations are needed for proper
species abundance based on microhabitat and evaluation of this possibility. Forsman et al.
(1984) regularly observed caching (and later revariations in general community structure. For
example, Raphael and Barrett (1984) have shown trieval) of excessfood by both wild and captive
a positive correlation between increasing age of Spotted Owls.
old-growth stands and abundance (and presum(d) Breeding successvis-a-vis fluctuations in
ably availability) of woodrats. Carey (1985, p. diet.-This subjecthasbeen explored by Barrows
(1985) who provided data suggestingthat an in106) suggestedthat the favored prey speciesmay
not be necessarilymore abundant in old-growth creasein the frequency of large prey (i.e., mamthan in younger stands, but that “the structure mals weighing 3.53 oz [ 100 g] or more) taken by
of old-growth forest is better matched to the owls was accompanied by the birds’ having imSpotted Owl’s size and method of foraging than proved reproductive success.This may reflect a
the structure of younger forests and that this correlation between owl breeding successand
structure results in a greater availability of prey fluctuationsof prey populationsfrom year to year,
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but direct evidence on dynamics of prey populations is not yet available. Nor are there adequate data on energetic requirements of successfully breeding pairs of Spotted Owls, although it
can be assumed that birds could improve the
energy cost-benefit relationship, especially in
terms of reproductive energy, by taking as large
prey items as feasible. Gutieirez (1985) remarked
that Barrow’s selective predation hypothesis is
supportedby the relatively large size of the Spotted Owl’s talons, in comparison with those of
other speciesof its group. This would appear to
be an adaptation for taking larger size classesof
prey.
(e) Sexual dlferences in prey selection.-In addition to the findings on sexual differencesin use
of foraging habitat mentioned in II.B.2.c the Oregon studies by Forsman et al. (1984) explored
the possibility that male and female owls were
partitioning food resourcesin a manner appropriate to the size dimorphism of the sexes;in
other words, do males, which are smaller, take
smaller prey than females?Results of the analysis
revealed no significant differencesin either composition of the diet or mean body mass of prey,
and it was therefore concluded that no partitioning of food by the two sexeswas occurring.
C. PopulationEstimatesand Demography

1. Population estimates
Because the Spotted Owl is a secretive animal
that inhabits relatively inaccessiblesites, its precise number is not known. As concern over the
owl’s viability mounted and research efforts increased, previous estimates were found to be
asymptotic and there is no reason to expect previously undetected owls to boost the current figure substantially. E. D. Forsman (pers. comm.)
testified that there are approximately 1500 Spotted Owl sites in Oregon, of which about half
currently are definitely occupied by pairs; of the
remaining half, some fraction is occupied. L. W.
Brewer and H. L. Allen (pers. comm.; USDA
Forest Service 1986) estimated 500-600 pairs in
Washington. G. I. Gould, Jr., testified that there
are about 1460 known sites(where a pair of owls
has been observed, young have been found between May and September, or a vocal defenseof
the area has been heard or solicited) of both subspeciesin California (the majority of which are
in the range of the Northern Spotted Owl), and
that there might well be about 2 100 such sites

in total. By no means all of these are inhabited,
for the known sites,pairs have been seenrecently
in 47%. The Ministry of Environment in British
Columbia detected just four sites occupied by
Northern Spotted Owls in 1984 (USDA Forest
Service 1986). Thus, it is likely that there are
between 4000 and 6000 individuals in the Pacific
states.
2. Demography
All witnesses agreed that much more demographic information is required to assessboth
spatial and temporal variation in life history parameters. Heroic efforts have allowed estimates
of some key parameters but for speciessuch as
the Spotted Owl, which are characterizedby long
potential lifespan, low reproduction under the
best circumstances, and large geographicrange,
large sample sizes over long periods of time are
required to estimate both means and variances.
We cannot overstate the importance of reliable
estimates for these means and variances. One of
the main threats to the continued survival of
small populations is “demographic stochasticity” (Shaffer 198 I), chance variation in survival
and reproduction. To say that mean adult survival probability is x%/year does not mean that
exactly x% of the adults survive. Survival one
year might be x/2% and another year it might be
3x/2%. Similarly, if the mean number of young
produced per pair per year is 1, this does not
mean that every year all pairs produce one offspring. By chance alone it could be that in one
year very few pairs produce any offspring at all,
whereas in another year many pairs might produce more than one offspring.Suchrandom variation is inconsequential for large populations,
but for small ones it could be catastrophic-a
seriesof bad years could very quickly destroy a
small population.
What is known about Spotted Owl demography in the Pacific Northwest and northwest California? Juvenile survival is particularly poorly
known. Marcot (1985) suggestedthat the meager
literature on first-year mortality of Spotted Owls
(including predispersal fledgling mortality) indicates39% death total during thesestages.Mortality during dispersal was estimated as 80% so
that total first-year survivorship is 12%. However, these estimates are based on only 136 and
33 birds, respectively(E. C. Meslow pers.comm.),
and there is reasonto think that many of the data
were gatheredduring particularly bad years. Bar-
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rowclough and Coats (1985) used the estimate
of 19%, based on fewer data.
Yearly adult survival is also not well known.
Barrowcloughand Coats (1985) using data from
only 26 birds tracked for 4 months to 3 years,
and assumingan exponential distribution of adult
lifespan, estimated yearly adult survival as 85%,
a figure acceptedby Marcot (1985) and Marcot
(1986).
Although reports exist of 2-year-old females
breeding (Gutierrez 1985), Barrowclough and
Coats (1985) assumed that first reproduction is
normally at 3 years, a figure acceptedby Marcot
and Holthausen (1986). However, all birds at
least three years old do not reproduceevery year.
An estimate of 0.50 juveniles per pair year was
gleaned from 387 observed pairs (Marcot and
Holthausen 1986); an earlier estimate of 0.67
(Barrowclough and Coats 1985) was based on
only 119 pairs. The key missing demographic
data are the age structure and sex ratio of the
population. For their modelling effort, Marcot
and Holthausen (1986) used 1985 data from
banded, censusedHumboldt County, California,
birds (A. Franklin pers. comm.) to approximate
the age structure as 0.35 juveniles: 0.12 subadults: 1.OOadults.
The observed demographic data alone give
causefor great concern. If first-year survivorship
were 0.12, if adults survived thereafter at the rate
of 0.80/year, if breeding commenced in the third
year, and if each pair produced 0.50 juveniles
per year, then the replacement rate (R,) of the
population (the mean number of female offspring
produced by a female during her lifetime) would
be only 0.094. This would mean that, in every
generation, the population would be multiplied
by 0.094-a population of 3000 pairs would become extinct in four generationsfor demographic
reasonsalone, if one used these data in a model
with non-overlapping generations that approximates the more complicated overlapping generation model. The generation length, given the
estimated age structure and survival and reproduction rates, is about 5 years, so the demographic data, if taken at face value, would predict
extinction in 20 years!
We hardly think the situation is this dire. After
all, if these data on survival and reproduction
did not vary from year to year, and if the above
values were representative,we could project back
just four generations(ca. 20 years) and expect to
find over 38 million pairs of owls, an absurdity.
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Certain important possibilities have not been
taken into account in our considerationsthus far.
One is that the demographic parameters were
formerly more favorable, but recent drastic
changesin survival and fecundity have occurred.
This may be true to some extent, but this would
not be a sufficient explanation of the dire prediction and absurd projection back in time.
To understand this point, we must return to
the notion of demographic stochasticity,and the
variation it introduces into the survival and reproduction parameters. Over the long-term, any
specieswith essentially stablepopulation size has
an R, of 1.OO:it exactly reproducesitself. However, in any year R, will not be exactly 1.OO;some
years it will be smaller, other years it will be
greater. If we happened to look in a year when
it was lower than 1.OO,and used that lower rate,
we would predict rather quick extinction, even
if the value employed were only slightly lessthan
1.OO.For example, supposethe estimated R, for
the Spotted Owl had turned out to be 0.80 rather
than 0.094. The same non overlapping generation model would still predict extinction in 36
generations. Moreover, if projected backwards,
it would imply that 30 generationsagothere were
2.4 million pairs of owls. When we take account
of variability, we realize that an estimated R, of
less than 1.00 could simply mean that the data
were gathered during a series of bad years with
abnormally high mortality and/or poor reproduction. Most of the expert witnesses who appeared before the Advisory Panel felt that, to
some extent, the latter scenario is correct. However, 0.094 is an extraordinarily low estimated
R, and, unless the normal variability of these
parameters for this bird is very high, it is reasonableto argue that recent unfavorable changes
in these parameters have contributed somewhat
to the result. Only further data on variability of
the parameters can clarify this matter.
Inclusion of variability to make more realistic
models is a complicated matter mathematically
and generally requires a computer simulation
(e.g., Shafferand Samson 1985). Statements such
as the above, that the population will go extinct
in four generations, are replaced by probabilistic
statements:an x% probability existsthat the population will go extinct in y years. We have not
performed such a simulation, although the general result for small populations is that extinction
is likely to be hastened if stochasticity is added
so that the same parameters are now viewed as
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means with a certain amount of variance (Shaffer
198 1; Shafferand Samson 1985). We emphasize
that, if the mean parameters were anywhere near
the valueswe describeabove, the stochasticmodel
would predict quick extinction for the owl, just
as the deterministic one outlined above did.
Marcot and Holthausen (1986) attempted just
such a simulation, including demographic stochasticity, and also a deterministic model similar
to the one outlined above. Indeed, they found in
both the deterministic model and all simulation
runs that the population crashedquickly. To proceed at all, they chose to increase fecundity to
0.80 juveniles per pair per year and juvenile survivorship to 0.60, in order to approximate, in
the deterministic model, the approximate recent
population trends observed by E. D. Forsman
and G. I. Gould, Jr., in Oregon and California,
respectively. These values may be close to representative or they may be wildly optimistic.
There are no data to tell us. Marcot and Holthausen (1986) also added stochastic variation
to the survival and fecundity parameters, namely
the degree of variation observed in several field
studies conducted at different times by different
investigators. As noted above, it is important to
gather more data on such variability to firm up
predictions generated by this sort of model; currently available data probably are too meager to
allow a realistic estimate of variability. Thus, the
Marcot and Holthausen simulation should be
viewed as exactly the sort of approach that must
be usedto assessthe likelihood of extinction from
demographic stochasticity, once data become
available. For now, the method cannot generate
predictions in which we can place much confidence, although associated sensitivity analyses
can pinpoint which parameterswill have the most
impact on predictions.This modelling effort must
continue in order to give more preciseestimates
of the role of demographic stochasticity.
In sum, what we can say basedon the available
data is that the Spotted Owl is a speciesthat, like
the California Condor (Gymnogyps cal$xxianus), is characterizedby low fecundity and high
adult survivorship. Theory plus experience (see
below) tell us that demographic stochasticitypresentsa real danger of extinction to sucha species
if average population size is low. Simulation
models such as those of Shaffer and Samson
(1985) and Marcot and Holthausen (1986) can
sayjust how great the danger is from this source
depending on exactly how low the population

size is, but such models require more accurate
estimates of the parameters and their variability
than are currently available. The fact that a population of 3000 pairs could be predicted to face
extinction in only four generationswith observed
parameter values, even without stochasticity,
suggeststhat the population size is already “low”
in this context. This may be especially so-the
assumption has been that the rapid decreasein
both deterministic and stochastic models with
observedparameters is largely a result of a series
of unfavorable years resulting in atypical parameter estimates. However, there is no direct evidence that such parameters are not representative, or nearly representative,of the owl in present
conditions.
D. Longer-termConsiderations
1. Preservation of heterozygosity
Small populations tend to lose genetic variability. There are two potential detrimental effects.
First, it is possible that there will be insufficient
genetic variation for the population to respond
to subsequent environmental change. The population will decline for want of genotypes that
can survive and reproduce well in the new environment. Second, small populations have an
increasing fraction of homozygotes (for any genetic locus) for two reasons-genetic drift is
greater in small populations, so alleles are lost
(as noted above), and inbreeding is greater in
small populations. In many (but not all) species,
increasinghomozygosity is accompanied by lowered fitness, apparently for two reasons. First,
there is an increasing likelihood that an individual will be homozygous for lethal or severely
deleterious alleles. Second, individuals that are
heterozygousfor more loci tend to be more fit,
even if no single locus codes for a lethal or severely deleterious trait. The reason for this tendency is unknown, but the tendency is well established.
For both effects(insufficient genetic variation
and increasing homozygosity), we wish to know
how large the population must be if it is not to
be threatened. However, the population sizeswe
must estimate are “effective population sizes”
(N,) rather than censusedpopulation sizes (N).
The only circumstanceunder which the two population sizes are identical is if the sex ratio is
1:1, the numbers of individuals do not change,
all individuals of either sex can potentially mate
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with all individuals of the opposite sex, and all
individuals contribute genes equally to the next
generation. Any deviation from theseconditions
causesN, to be lower than N. Examples would
be some individuals producing more offspring
than others, or a population so widely dispersed
that individuals in one part of the range cannot
mate with those in another part. For a specified
censusedpopulation size and a particular deviation of conditions from the assumptions, equations are available that tell what the effective
population size is. One can view the effective
population size as the size of the population from
the standpoint of geneticdrift-a population with
small N, is one that loses alleles at a high rate,
no matter what the censusedpopulation is. Without going into extensive mathematical details,
we can state that an apparently small deviation
from the stated conditions often producesa surprisingly large decreasein N,.
There is no acceptedview of how large a population must be to contain sufficient variation
for evolution in the face of changing environments. Drift always causesvariation to be lost
while mutation introduces new variation and
natural selection acts on this new variation. A
widely cited estimate (Franklin 1980) that an N,
of 500 (which would frequently translate to a
censusedpopulation of at least 1000) is required
to preserve sufficient genetic variation cannot be
supported on two grounds. First, it restson only
one trait (bristle number) in one species(a fruit
fly); second,it is based on a model that assumes
no natural selection. Lande, on whose paper
(Lande 1976) Franklin based his analysis, says
only that the number N, = 500 is “about the
right order of magnitude” [SO-50001 and “subject to substantial scientific uncertainty” (Lande
and Barrowclough 1986). For now, we can specify no minimum threshold number of individuals that would render the Spotted Owl immune
to the problem of insufficient genetic variation.
We can say that there is an increasing likelihood
of a problem from this source the smaller the
population is.
For the threat of increasing homozygosity, we
can do substantially better, even though no direct
evidence is currently available for the Spotted
Owl documenting decreased fitness of very
homozygous individuals. There is every reason
to believe that adequate data on fecundity and
longevity of individuals with different degreesof
homozygosity would indicate the more homo-
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zygous ones to be less fit on average (Ralls and
Ballou 1982a, 1982b, 1983). We cannot predict
how severethis effect will be, as it is of different
magnitudes in different species.But the effect is
present in the vast majority of speciesthat have
been closely examined.
Becauseempirical data are available from animal breeders, there is a widely acceptedrule of
thumb that fitness will probably be adversely
affectedif the effectivepopulation size falls below
50 and will not likely be affectedif it staysabove
this number. This is not a theoretical approach;
it is simply an average gleaned from experience
with several species. The census number that
allows an N, of 50 dependson the degreeto which
the speciesviolates the conditions outlined above,
but it can be much greater than 50.
How doesthe present Spotted Owl population
stand with respect to effective population size,
and what would be the effect of a management
plan that substantially reduced the current censusnumber? Barrowcloughand Coats(1985) have
attempted to deal with this question. Based on
the very incomplete demographic information
discussedabove, they concluded that currently
the Spotted Owl population is equivalent to a
metapopulation divided into severaldemes,each
with an effective population size of about 220.
If the censusedpopulation were reducedto about
1800 adults, they find the effective population
size for the demes would fall to about 87. If this
were so, in turn, it would still leave N, above the
critical number of 50, but not by much.
We find two potential problems with this analysis, both ofwhich would tend to lower N,. First,
Barrowcloughand Coatsspecificallyassumedthat
the demographic traits of the birds, including
mortality and reproductive rates, would not be
affectedby increasing patchinessof the environment if the population were reduced through
habitat alteration. There are many ways in which
this assumption could be violated. As just two
examples,we suggestthat survivorship would be
reduced as young owls disperse, because they
would have to go farther, and that reproduction
might be lower because there would be fewer
prospective mates. Second, Barrowclough and
Coats used the equation of Wright (1969) for
populations continuous over an area. The Spotted Owl population is not continuous over its
range; many regionsare uninhabited becausethe
present habitat is not suitable. Wright also derived an equation for the situation where a
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population is dispersed only in a narrow strip: duce more or less complicated mathematical
1-dimensional rather than 2-dimensional. For models, but they would all be idiosyncratic and
similar demographic parameters, N, for the it would be difficult if not impossible to gener1-dimensional equation is much lessthan for the alize about how large a population must be to
2-dimensional equation. It appearsto us that the attain immunity to threats of this nature. For
Spotted Owl falls somewherebetween these two some sorts of threats, such as diseases,a certain
extremes. The outline of the proposed network amount of fragmentation of the metapopulation
in the management plan suggeststhat owls cer- into partially isolated demesis likely to help mittainly cannot successfullydisperse in all direc- igate the effect (Simberloff and Abele 1982). All
tions from most proposed sites. Rather, at best we can say is that stochasticevents of this kind
they will have sites accessiblein three of four are much more likely to impinge heavily on a
directions and in many casesthe proposed sites specieswith few individuals, suchas the Spotted
are in lines, as in Wright’s 1-dimensional model, Owl.
though the lines will be relatively close together
relative to observed owl dispersal distances.
Without more knowledge of the owl’s dispersal
E. Extinction: Historical Lessonsfor Managementof
behavior we cannot say more than this, but we SpottedOwls
believe the effective population sizes may have
been somewhat overestimated by Barrowclough 1. Overview
To put these threats to the Spotted Owl in perand Coats on this account.
In sum, there is no reason for complacency spective it is useful to talk generally about the
about suchsmall effective population sizes.They difficulties that small populations have in perseem to be right around a point that has been sisting and then about empirical observations.
found insufficient in severalother species(Frank- Extinction can be viewed as a two-stage process.
el and SoulC 198 I), although there is so much Tabulations of historical extinctions of verteuncertainty about the data that current estimates bratesshowthat the overwhelming majority were
must be viewed as preliminary. Nevertheless, at ultimately anthropogenous-human activity such
least until we learn more about the effect of ho- as habitat destruction and hunting initiated a
mozygosity on Spotted Owls, it appearsto us that trajectory that inevitably led to extinction of the
the threat from demographic stochasticity is particular species(referencesin Simberloff 1986).
greater,certainly in the short-term, than that from However, in many instances these activities
ceased well before extinction occurred. What
increasing homozygosity.
seems to have happened is that reduction of a
population from many thousands down to very
2. Extrinsic forces
few thousands or hundreds entrained certain biA small population can be gravely threatened by ological processesthat ensured extinction even
fluctuations in the biotic and abiotic environ- without the persistenceof the initial anthropoment. Epizootic diseases,an extraordinary num- genousstress.So even though the ultimate cause
ber of predators, a temporary decline in the prey of recent extinctions can almost always be
base, adverse weather-all these irregularly oc- ascribed to human activity, the proximate causcurring events impinge on any population and, es-the reasonswhy reduced populations do not
through their effects on survival and reproduc- usually stabilize at low numbers-are functions
tion, can produce major population declines. of population biology and are currently under
They exacerbate the “normal” contribution of intense study (Soul& 1983).
demographic stochasticity. Because small popBroadly speaking, there are four reasons why
ulations are much closer to zero to begin with, a very small populations are not likely to persist:
greater probability exists that such events can (1) demographic stochasticity; (2) genetic detecauseextinction. As one example, if an unusual rioration; (3) extrinsic forces;(4) social dysfuncmortality source were density-independent and tion. We have defined and discussed(l)-(3) above
increased each individual’s probability of death with respectto the Spotted Owl. Social dysfuncto D, the probability that the entire population tion arisesin two ways. First, certain specieshave
would go extinct would be DN, which is a rapidly characteristic social behavior that renders them
decreasing function of the population size, N. especiallyvulnerable to extinction-for example,
Probably for any unusual threat one could pro- group mating displays(Soul5 1983). Second,once
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a population is very small there may be too few
individuals to stimulate or consummate some
critical behavior, such as some sort of group
stimulation of mating behavior. For the Spotted
Owl no such behavior has been described.
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December 8 of that year, only one survived-it
was last sighted on March 11, 1932.
We seein this tale that at least three factorsdemographicstochasticity,genetic deterioration,
and extrinsic forces-played a role in the demise
of the Heath Hen, and that this trajectory or
someversion of it was inevitable even after direct
2. Historical extinctions
human destruction had stopped.The population,
We know very little about the death throes of even when it reached2000, was sufficiently small
speciesthat have becomeextinct in historic times, that there was high likelihood that one or more
but all four of these factors are implicated in of these factors would reduce it greatly and, ulsomeof them (Simberloff 1986). A good example timately, take it to extinction.
is the Heath Hen (Tympanuchus cupidocupido).
The travail ofthe Heath Hen is the best studied
Most conservation books state that habitat al- extinction processfor a bird. However, various
teration and hunting eliminated it from the east- of the factors enumerated above can be strongly
ern United States in 1932. However, these ac- implicated in other species such as the Ivorytivities stopped well before 1932 and the billed Woodpecker (Campephilusprincipalis)and
extinction of the Heath Hen is a complicated the Carolina Parakeet (Conuropsiscarolinensis).
matter (Bent 1932). The specieswas originally Two relatedthreadsrun through many avian (and
found from Maine to Virginia and was common other) extinctions: numerical decline and habitat
in sandy scrub-oak plains. BecauseHeath Hens specialization.As numbers decline, the four forces
were easily killed they were quickly exterminated already discussed become ever more likely to
from accessibleareasand disappearedfrom Con- lead to extinction. Specieswith narrow habitat
necticut and mainland Massachusettssoon after requirements are often subjected to a double
1840. A few persistedin New York (Long Island), threat. As their habitats become reduced and
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania but by 1870 the progressivelymore patchily distributed, not only
last individuals were restrictedto Martha’s Vineare numbers reduced but formerly continuous
yard, Massachusetts.There were 200 birds left populations are depleted. This depletion fragby 1890, and fewer than 100 by 1896.
ments these formerly single populations into a
series of small populations having very limited
Extinction would certainly have followed
quickly except for the establishment in 1908 of interactions. At this point the threat is much
a 1600-acre (648-ha) refuge for the last 50 birds. greater for two reasons. First, each small population is much more likely to undergo extinction
The refuge habitat was systematically improved
and by 19 15 Heath Hens could be found all over than is a single large population, simply because
the island: 300 or more birds could easily be its numbers are smaller. Second, once a small
flushed from the planted corn and clover, and population is eliminated by any means (envithe population was estimated at 2000. Then be- ronmental catastrophe,demographic stochasticity, etc.), the site is much less likely to be recolgan a concatenation of disasters that ended in
extinction. In spite of unusual precautions to pre- onized than would be a piece of suitable habitat
vent fires from spreading, a conflagration during embedded in a large, continuously inhabited
a gale in 19 16 swept through the breeding area range.
The Ivory-billed woodpecker,which inhabited
destroying birds, nests, eggs,cover, and food. A
hard winter followed, and an unprecedentedflight virgin hardwood forests of the southeastern
of Northern Goshawks (Accipiter gentilis) in its United States, is the classicexample of the vulnerability of a speciestied to old-growth habitat.
midst reduced the population of Heath Hens to
The major logging activity leading to the extirfewer than 150 birds, mostly males. A slight rally
in the next few years was insufficient and extenpation of these woodpeckerstook place between
sive inbreeding, declining sexual vigor, and the
1885 and 1910-15 (Tanner 1942), and the disexcessof males brought the birds to the brink of
appearance of the birds in a particular area coextinction. Worst of all, in 1920 the poultry disincided closely with timber cutting. The last reease blackhead, brought to the island with docord of breeding ivory bills was in 1939 in a
mestic turkeys, killed many Heath Hens. Only
remnant tract of virgin forest,only about 15 years
13 birds remained by 1927, 11 of which were after the major loggingactivity in the region. The
fate of Ivory-billed Woodpecker illustrates that
males. In 1928 there were only 2 birds, and after
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once the habitat of a specialized species,even
one with a large geographicrange, is largely destroyed, extinction can occur very rapidly.
3. Endangered species
Many extinct and endangered species, such as
the Heath Hen and Whooping Crane (Gus
americana), became or have become concentrated in a single geographicarea. Such a circumstanceleads to an increasedprobability that one
or a few chance events will eventually lead to
extinction. Recognition of this fact led the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service to initiate a program
designed to develop a second free-living population of Whooping Cranes (USFWS 1978a,
1978b), in addition to a captive population. To
date, no reproduction has occurred in the second
population (currently consisting of 28-32 birds)
and the sole reproducing population remains extremely vulnerable to just such a scenario (e.g.,
a hurricane on the Texas coast during the time
the cranes are present).
The Red-cockaded Woodpecker (Picoidesborealis) of the southeasternUnited Stateshas been
designatedan endangeredspecies.Like the Spotted Owl, it is a habitat specialist dependent on
old-growth forest, and thus, like the owl, a topic
of intense controversy. Although this specieshas
a large geographic range extending from the
southern Atlantic coastto Oklahoma and Texas,
its habitat has been greatly reduced (USFWS
1985) by timber harvesting. Currently it occurs
only in fragmented pockets of suitable habitat.
Loss of habitat continues and we can expect, in
the absence of prompt and effective management, that the woodpeckers eventually will be
restricted to a few widely separatedpopulations
at best (USFWS 1985; Ligon et al. 1986).
The Black-footed Ferret (Mustela nigripes) is
perhaps the most dramatic example of the inherent vulnerability of species with highly restricted geographicranges. The excitement generated by the rediscovery of this animal near
Meeteetse, Wyoming, in 198 1 has been dampened by the subsequentdecline in the population
from over 100 individuals in 1984 to 15-31 in
1985 (Weinberg 1986). The precipitous decline
was apparently caused by the introduction of a
contagious disease, canine distemper, into this
sole remaining population.
In many respects,the Kirtland’s Warbler is the
best studied rare and endangered speciesof bird

in North America. Breeding Kirtland’s Warblers
are restricted to jack pine (Pinus banksiana) barrens in a few countries in the Lower Peninsula
of Michigan, and within jack pine forest the ecological requirements of this bird are highly specific (Mayfield 1960). Although there is no evidence suggesting that the birds were ever
widespread or common within historic times,
they probably were most numerous in the 1880’s
and 1890’s (Mayfield 1960). The first complete
census,undertaken in 195 1, indicated about 500
breeding pairs, as did the secondcensusa decade
later. However, the third census, in 1971, documented a population decline to about 200
breeding pairs (Mayfield 1978). This decline was
attributed primarily to the effects of Brownheaded Cowbirds (Molothrus ater) on the nesting
successof the warblers.Emergencymeasureswere
initiated to control cowbirdsin the breeding areas
and to manage large tracts of national and state
forest lands exclusively for the warblers. These
strongmeasuresstemmed the decline in numbers
of breeding birds, but over the past decade they
have not led to an increase. However, without
human intervention the specieswould probably
be extinct today (Mayfield 1978).
One might argue that speciescomposedof few
individuals can persistover time and that several
hundred pairs of Spotted Owls should be sufficient to preservethe speciesin the area dealt with
in this report: Oregon, Washington, northwest
California, and the Sierra Nevada. The Whooping Crane, Snail Rite, and, possibly, Kirtland’s
Warbler (Table III) might be regarded as cases
supporting this viewpoint. However, sucha conclusion would be spurious.Although numbers of
cranes and kites have increased dramatically on
a percentagebasis over the past few years, their
ranges remain so restricted and/or their habits
so specialized that a single catastrophic event
could exterminate them. Similarly, the Kirtland’s Warbler continues to be extremely susceptible to an unpredictable event, either on its
breeding or wintering grounds. Despite concentrated major effortson its behalf, this specieshas
not increasedin numbers over the past 15 years.
In short, the increased or stabilized numbers of
these three populations probably should be
viewed as no more than minor interludes on a
time-numbers chart; the birds are almost as vulnerable to environmental perturbation as when
their respective numbers were at their lowest.
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TABLE III. Some endangeredspeciesor subspeciesof American birds and current estimatesof their numbers
in the wild.’
Specxs

Number of birds’

Wood Stork (Mycteria americana)
California Condor (Gymnogypscalifornianus)
Snail Rite (Rostrhamussociabilisplumbeus)
Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)
PeregrineFalcon (Falco peregrinus)
Attwater’s Prairie Chicken (Tympanuchuscupidoattwatert)
Masked Bobwhite (Colinus virginianusridgwayz)
Yuma Clapper Rail (Rallus longirostrisyumanensis)
Whooping Crane (Grus americana)
Inland Piping Plover (Charadrius meloduscircumcinctus)
Eskimo Curlew (Numeniusborealis)
Red-cockadedWoodpecker (Picoidesborealis)
Kirtland’s Warbler (Dendroicakirtlandit)
Dusky SeasideSparrow (Ammodramusmaratimus nigrescen
s)

2400
5-7
600
3300
300
900
300
2000
96 (natural population)
1600
A few dozen at most
4500-10.000
406
0

LEstimatesprovided by S. W. Hoffman, USFWS.
2Estimatesbasedon variouscensusproceduresand assumptions(e.g.,for the monogamousKirtland’s Warbler,a singingmale 1stakento represent
a pair of birds). For the Snail Kite, Bald Eagleand the PeregrmeFalcon, the populattonsizesspecifiedpertainto the birds in (a) Florida, (b) the
contiguous48 states,and (c) in the U.S. Rocky Mountains,respectively.

4. General lessons

What general lessonsdo speciessuch as the Ivory-billed Woodpecker and/or Kirtland’s Warbler
provide? (1) Specieswith specialized habitat requirements often are incapable of altering this
behavior. (2) Habitat loss thus leads inevitably
to decreasednumbers. (3) The decreasednumbers are likely to be accompanied by fragmentation into small populations. Once the small
populations start being extinguished, recolonization of their sites is so infrequent that geographic range contracts. (4) Restriction of geographicrange to one or a few sitesleaves a species
particularly vulnerable to extinction from environmental stochasticity. (5) Thus, once a severe
decline in numbers owing to habitat loss begins,
it can accelerateand quickly lead to extinction.
(6) Low numbers of specialized individuals are
highly vulnerable to new ecological factors, and
such factorsare often unpredictable. Who would
have thought the Brown-headed Cowbird eventually would threaten the Kirtland’s Warbler with
extinction, or that the Barred Owl would expand
its range sufficiently to overlap that of the Spotted Owl? (7) Once a speciesis reduced in numbers to some low point, its continued existence
becomes increasingly precarious and large scale
human intervention, often expensive, is required
to prevent extinction (e.g., K&land’s Warbler,
Whooping Crane). Even so, such programs may
be unsuccessful(e.g.,Heath Hen, California Condor).

Although all of the species’scenarioswe have
discussedabove have points in common with
and points in which they differ from the case of
the Spotted Owl, the two speciesthat stand out
as the most instructive are the Ivory-billed and
Red-cockaded Woodpeckers. In each case the
bird has (or had) a broad geographic range but
is (or was) restricted to old-growth forest. Such
forest was originally widespread throughout the
bird’s range,but wasreducedin extent, becoming
increasingly patchy. The Ivory-billed Woodpecker was eventually reduced to just one restricted population and the elimination of that
population constituted extinction. The RedcockadedWoodpecker is in the processof being
reduced to small and increasingly isolated populations. Little imagination is required to see
either the Red-cockaded Woodpecker or the
Spotted Owl’s following a tragic trajectory similar to that of the Ivory-billed Woodpecker. Becausethis owl seemsso highly dependent on oldgrowth forest in most of the area with which this
report is concerned,becauseits reproductive rates
are so low and variable, and becauseestablished
adults are extremely sedentary, the possibility of
its extinction as its habitat is further reduced
must be taken seriously.The range of the Spotted
Owl is still large, a circumstancemaking it appear
that this bird is immune to the sort of catastrophe
that ultimately befell the Heath Hen. But the
Heath Hen, and, more analogously, the Ivorybilled Woodpecker once had large, continuous
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ranges and each of these was eventually eroded
to a point where only a single, narrowly distributed population remained.
With these concerns founded on the fates of
severalNorth American bird speciesin mind, we
urge conservatism and additional research (see
V.B) in development of management schemes
for the Spotted Owl. The key point to be gained
by review of the fates of other specializedNorth
American bird speciesis that a conservative approach is essential. Currently available options
must not be foreclosed.In particular, if the number of owls is reduced below some as yet undetermined minimum, extinction might ensue so
quickly that no action could stop it.

administered by this unit contain most of the
old-growth Douglas-fir forest available to this
bird in Oregon and Washington. The management alternatives receiving detailed evaluation
in the course of preparing the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (USDA Forest
Service 1986) are listed below.

(a) Provide no formal measuresto protect the
Northern Spotted Owl.
(b) Provide habitat areas for owls located in
areas not suitablefor timber productionand provide dispersal habitats in a stepping-stonefashion to link theseareas.
(c) Provide 417 habitat areas for Northern
SpottedOwls with each habitat at least 300 acres
(121 ha) in size.
III. Alternatives Presented by the USDA
(d) Provide 551 habitat areas at 1000 acres
Forest Service for Management of Spotted
(405
ha) each.
Owls in the Pacific Northwest Region
(e) Provide 810 habitat areas at 1000 acres
Much of the information that the Advisory Panel
(405 ha) each.
has received pertains to the statusand prospects
(0 Provide 784 habitat areas in clustersof three
of the Spotted Owl on national forests of the
areas each. Each clusterof three habitats will be
Forest Service’s Pacific Northwest Region. We
6600 acres (2672 ha).
have tried to maintain a broader orientation than
(g) Provide 1000 habitat areas averaging 2200
this, extending our concern to populations in
acres (891 ha) each.
northwestern California and the Sierra Nevada,
(h) Providefor no further reduction in Spotted
which we believe are linked with their more
Owl habitat and, in addition selectareas capable
northerly counterparts via suitable habitat in the
of growing into suitable habitat condition.
national forests of Northern California and
(i) Provide 551 habitat areas averaging 2200
southern Oregon. We are convinced that our oriacres (891 ha) each.
entation toward developing recommendationsfor
(i) Provide 620 habitat areas averaging 2200
maintenance of viable populations of Spotted
acres (891 ha) each in Oregon and 4200 acres
Owls over a broad geographicalarea in the Pa(1700 ha) in Washington.
cific statesis more sound biologically than con(k) Provide 1000 habitat areas averaging2900
fining our attention to one regional jurisdiction
acres (I 174 ha) each.
of the Forest Service. Moreover, it calls attention
The two considerations we wish to comment
to the vital role that other agencies-federal,
state-as well as private interests should play in: on in this section of our report are spatial in
(1) maintaining suitable habitat for Spotted Owls nature. The first of theseconcernsthe size of the
where it presently exists in land under their re- habitat areasto be managed. Recent findings sugspectivejurisdictions; and (2) restoring key parts gest that the area of old-growth required in the
of the historic range of these birds (e.g., coastal home ranges of Spotted Owls increasesbetween
portions of southern Washington and northern northwest California-Oregon and Washington.
The area of old-growth forest contained in the
and central Oregon).
Our recommendations speak to the numbers home ranges of pairs averages approximately
of Spotted Owls needed to assure maintenance 2000 acres (8 10 ha) in northwestern California
of a viable population for Oregon, Washington, (ca. 1900 acres or 769 ha) and Oregon (ca. 2300
northwest California, and the Sierra Nevada, but acres or 93 1 ha), but is 4200 acres (1700 ha) in
we cannot ignore the management alternatives Washington (H. L. Allen and L. W. Brewer pers.
that are likely to be included in the Supplemental comm.). We are thus drawn to the alternative (j)
Environmental Impact Statement under consid- that takes this difference into account. The siteration for the bird by the Pacific Northwest Re- uation is complicated by the fact that the figure
gion of the Forest Service. The national forests for the Sierran population appearsto differ from
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the figures cited thus far. Preliminary information based on movements of radio-tagged individuals indicates that the average old-growth in
the home ranges of pairs is 1200 acres (486 ha)
(S. A. Laymon pers. comm.).
As we have discussed previously (II.B), the
home rangesof Spotted Owls vary considerably,
presumably in relation to quality and structure
of habitat (including degree of fragmentation).
Thus useofaverage figuresfor management standards will fall short of meeting the needs of the
above-average segment of the population. Most
of the management alternatives under review by
the Forest Service reflect a concern for maintenance of heterozygosity through prevention of
excessiveinbreeding. Habitat areas are to be no
more than 12 mi (19.3 km) apart when arranged
in clustersof three. With single habitat areas,the
distance is not to exceed 6 mi (9.7 km). The
concern with establishment of a network of Spotted Owl habitats is well taken. The network is
critical not only from a genetic standpoint but
also for facilitating repopulation of areas lacking
one or both members of an owl pair as a result
of predation or other stochasticevent. With our
interest in treating the needs of the Spotted Owl
in northwest California and the Sierra Nevada,
as well as in Oregon and Washington, certain
linkages appear especially important. These include the connections between: (a) habitat areas
in coastal Oregon and in the Oregon Cascades;
and (b) suchareasin the Sierra Nevada and those
in northwestern California and southern Oregon.
Bureau of Land Management holdings (the socalled “0 and C Lands”) representthe key to (a).
In the caseof(b), the portions of the Shasta and
Lassen National Forests in Shasta County, California, as well as adjacent private lands are involved.
IV. Implementation and Monitoring of
Management Efforts
A. Implementation
Any management plan developed to assurelongterm maintenance of Spotted Owls can achieve
that objective only with effective implementation. We have learned of several cases where
implementation of current Forest Service direction for Spotted Owls has fallen short of the stated standards and guidelines. Elements essential
for effective implementation of any plan include
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(1) a clear understanding by decision makers of
the problem and of the public’s concerns; (2) a
sincere desire to take action in line with legal
mandates and the public’s wishes; (3) development of rigorous and clear standardsand criteria
for on-site implementation of the selectedplanning alternative; (4) conscientious execution of
the final management plan and implementation
standards; (5) unambiguous accountability for
item (4); (6) periodic evaluation (monitoring) to
assurethat the plan is working; (7) research on
major unknowns; and (8) adaptation of the management plan to new knowledge.
The significanceof the problem (item 1 above)
is indicated by the many published studies and
analysessummarized in previous sectionsof this
report; by laws such as the National Environment Policy Act, the Endangered Species Act,
and the National Forest Management Act; and
by public pressuresexpressedin court actions.
Becausewe believe that most decision makers
sincerely want to manage resources in accordance with the public’s wishes (item 2), we addresshere only items (4), (5), and (6). Items (7)
and (8) are discussedin V.
B. Executingthe ManagementPlan
If the plan is clearly written, its execution should
largely follow as from a cookbook.However, such
a plan should contain some provision for flexibility consistent with final goals, to deal with
unforeseen contingencies and new information.
For example, certain objectives may not be immediately attainable becauserequired conditions
are unavailable. In such cases,a manager should
selectthe alternative most likely to assureearly
attainment of these objectives. In this connection, implementation of present Forest Service
standardsand guidelines for Spotted Owls sometimes hasresulted in the selectionof habitat areas
later found to be devoid of owls. Some of these
areas even fail to meet the minimum management requirements. Instead, they were selected
to fulfill network criteria, thus satisfying another
requirement of the guidelines and assuring,
through management for eventual old-growth
conditions, that a fully functional network will
eventually become established.Nevertheless,becausethe network has been developed to assure
long-term maintenance of the population, it must
also provide immediately for a sufficient number
of breeding pairs, lest irreversible deleterious effects ensue. Given present uncertainties about
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what that exact number is, we should not risk
foreclosing future options for attaining various
levels of population viability by reducing the actual number of breeding pairs below a level currently viewed as “safe” (seeV.B. 1). Consequently, for eachhabitat area in the network that cannot
be shown (by repeated on-the-ground surveys)
to have a breeding pair of owls, an interim home
rangewith a known breedingpair shouldbe added
to the network. We define “interim” here as the
period extending until sucha time as the network
site is confirmed to have use/occupancy by a
breeding pair of Spotted Owls.

formance standards,as is now done only for timber targets. For brevity, some of the minor attainments might still be itemized by referenceto
the Manual.
D. PeriodicEvaluation(Monitoring)

An effective monitoring system is needed to determine (1) occupancyrate of habitat areasin the
network by breeding pairs of Spotted Owls, (2)
population level and structure, and (3) reproductive rate. The data provided by this system
are crucial to determination of whether management directions are being met and whether these
directions are adequate for maintenance of viable population levels. Details of any proposed
C. IdentifyingAccountability
monitoring systemshould be subjectedto review
Accountability should fall to those who make by specialistsoutside the lead agencyfor the area
decisions. Apparently this process can founder involved. In addition, becausea viable populain the Forest Service as well as in other agencies tion of Spotted Owls requires an area vastly largand organizations, because of a high turnover
er than that of any national forest, the implerate among line officers. The person who made mentation, execution, and administration of a
the key decisionsnot infrequently hasbeen trans- monitoring program should be the direct referred by the time a problem is discovered. We
sponsibility of the state or regional line officers
have no easy remedy for this situation, although in the agencies dealing with that area. Perforlonger tours of duty for line officerswould help. mance standardsof those officersshould be clear
More effective use of the current performance and explicit on this matter. Current arrangeevaluation system would also be valuable. For ments concerning monitoring and accountability
example, a sample of performance standardsfor for it impress the Advisory Panel as inadequate
Forest Supervisors and District Rangers con- to accomplish the objectives. Additional funding
tained only one direct mention of Spotted Owls. or redirection of existing funding undoubtedly
Management attainment items typically were will be required, if improved arrangements for
identified only by reference to sections of the accountability and monitoring are to be fully efForest Service Manual, making it difficult for the fective.
uninformed to understand what these attainments really should be and how they might relate V. Future Research
to Spotted Owls or other resources.In contrast,
A. Introduction
this was not true of attainments associatedwith
timber outputs and forest regeneration. These The many uncertainties regarding the ecologyof
were usually identified specifically in the stan- the SpottedOwl and translation of ecologicaldata
dards, in addition to being referencedto sections into an effective management plan help to idenof the Manual. Some would construe this as evitify several topics about which additional infordence that multiple-use management in the Formation is needed. We hope that procurement of
est Service really means timber first and other this information will ultimately allow relaxation
resourcessecond.
of some of the guidelines recommended in this
We suggestthat accountability for wise stew- report, especially those relating to the number of
ardship of all resourcesin our national forests breeding pairs required for maintaining a viable
would be better accomplished with a different population and the area of old-growth forest
approach to the yearly writing of performance needed to support each of those pairs.
standards, especially those of Forest Supervisor
It is vital that periodic consultation and coand District Rangers.Specifically, targets,at least ordination (at least annually) occur among the
for the major attainments in each resource cat- various principal investigators undertaking this
egory (e.g., timber, wildlife and fisheries, range, research.These efforts will assure(1) that dupliwatershed, soil, recreation, and cultural) should cation of effort occursonly when needed for repbe spelled out clearly and specifically in the perlication of key studiesor to understand the nature
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of geographicvariation in various parameters of
Spotted Owl ecology and behavior, and (2) that
comparable methods will be used when necessary and appropriate.
It is also important to remember that the purposeof the researchundertaken is to increasethe
effectiveness of the management effort. Provision must be made for translating new information from research, following collation and
rigorous analysis, into improvements in the
management plan. Just as the results from monitoring and the management plan form one feedback loop, researchand this plan form another.
B. ResearchTopics

At least seven major areas of Spotted Owl biology require further study. Where appropriate,
we have identified subcategorieswithin those
areas, with a brief explanation of why the information is needed and, occasionally, some opinions regarding appropriate methods. Finally, we
have assignedpriority rankings (on a scale of 1
to 5, with 1 the highest priority) based both on
the urgency of the requirement for the information and on how accuratewe believe existing
data to be. We supplement the comments provided in this section with Appendix III, which
contains estimates of the costs of the research
program proposed.
1. Demography
a. Survivorshipofjuvenile and second-yearbirds
(Priority 1)
b. Mean age at first reproduction(Priority 1)
c. Age-spec$c reproductiverate (Priority 1)
d. Adult survivorship(Priority 3)
e. Voiceidentificationof individual SpottedOwls
(Priority 2)
Researchon the above items will provide badly neededinformation on the structure of Spotted
Owl populations. These items need study over
an extensive geographicarea in relation to habitat characteristics and home range size, especially in old-growth areas.We recommend against
the use of radio-transmitters on juvenile Spotted
Owls becauseof uncertainty about the effectsof
these devices on juvenile survivorship. Radiotelemetry is a standard and highly successful
technique for adult raptors.The Advisory Panel’s
concern relates to the possible encumbrance a
transmitter represents for a young bird during
the period in which it is perfecting its hunting
and flying skills. This demographic research
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would be aided significantly by technology permitting identification of individual Spotted Owls
by voice. Prompt efforts to secure this technology, forms of which appear to exist now, should
be undertaken.
2. Dispersal of Spotted Owls
a. Possiblebarriers (Priority 1)
The Puget Trough and the Columbia River
might be significant barriers to dispersalof Spotted Owls to and from the Olympic Peninsula and
between Washington and Oregon, respectively.
Knowledge of thesebarriers substantially affects
the decision on the number of breeding pairs
needed to maintain a viable population, so an
early resolution is critical. Banding of predispersalyoung, analysisof mitochondrial DNA and
allozymes in owls from both sides of these potential barriers, and assessmentof homing by
territorial adults displaced across the barriers
could facilitate resolution of this question. We
recommend againstuseof radiotelemetry not only
for the reasonspecifiedin V.B. 1, but also because
the effort would require an inordinate number
of transmitter-equipped birds.
b. Juvenile dispersal(Priority 3)
Little information is available about the mean
dispersal distance for birds that survived and
reproduced. Thus, further studies of this topic
are needed. Records of banding returns available
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service should
be searched, if this has not been done already.
In addition, an extensive program of banding
predispersalyoung should be implemented, followed by intensive searchesto relocate as many
of those birds as possible. As above, we recommend against further use of radio-transmitters for this purpose.
3. Reproductive success
a. In relation to disturbancesuch as timber harvesting(Priority 2)
b. In relation to habitat characteristics(Priority
2)
Appropriate featuresinclude total size of home
range, area of old-growth forest, amount and nature of habitat fragmentation, composition of the
vegetation,vegetational structure(number of tree
layers, decadence of standing trees, amount of
shrub cover, amount of dead-and-downed woody
material), and past and present human disturbance (e.g., roads, habitations, recreation areas).
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c. In relation to prey base (Priority 3)
4. Geographic variation in ecologyand behavior
a. Home range size (Priority 2)
Information on latitudinal variation in home
range size (and included old-growth forest), in
particular, may ultimately allow relaxation of the
guidelines we have proposed on this issue, especially in the southern part of the range with
which we are concerned (i.e., northwestern California and the Sierra Nevada). In addition, altitudinal variation and variation between east
and west sides of the Cascades should be explored. Radiotelemetry with adult birds is probably the most feasible approach.
b. Habitat characteristics(Priority 2)
c. Food supply and foraging behavior (Priority 3)
d. Migration (Priority 3)
Migration by birds in Washington between apparently equivalent breeding and winter home
ranges needs further study. Furthermore, altitudinal migration by birds in the Sierra Nevada
needs further consideration. What, if anything,
can be done to assureprotection of those Spotted
Owls on the winter range, especially in the face
of continued residential development in this
range?
e. Geographic variation in risks of predation
(Priority 4)
5. Vulnerability to predation
a. Vulnerability in relation to habitat characteristics(Priority 3)
We are particularly concerned with the possibility that increasinghabitat fragmentation may
subject Spotted Owls to greaterrisks of predation
in connection with their having to travel in relatively open placesto reach various segmentsof
their habitat area.
b. Major speciesof predators on Spotted Owls
(Priority 4)
6. Displacement of SpottedOwls by Barred Owls
(Priority 4)
Although this is potentially a critical issue,management agencies can do little about it at this
time other than minimizing habitat disturbance
and reduction in size of habitat areas. Its ecological significance, however, makes it a likely
topic for funding from other sources,suchas the

National Science Foundation. Comparison of
survival ratesbetween radiotaggedand otherwise
marked juvenile Barred Owls could allow some
assessmentof whether our concernsabout using
radiotelemetry with juvenile Spotted Owls have
any basis.
7. Taxonomy (Priority 5)
Uncertainty exists as to whether separation of
the SpottedOwl into two subspeciesin the Pacific
states will stand the test of modern systematic
analysis. Whatever the case,somegene flow does
appear to occur through ShastaCounty, California between segments of the population in the
Sierra Nevada and those adjoining them in
northern California. However, this may be confined to periods coinciding with or immediately
following environmental conditions favoring
higher than normal reproductive success(G. I.
Gould, Jr. pers. comm.). We suspectthat for all
practical purposes the Sierran birds should be
viewed as a southern extension of the population
in Oregon and northern California.
The research needs enumerated in V.B l-7
entail a major effort in terms of both time (at
least 15 years for certain items) and money. But
the uncertainties in management plans advanced
to date for the Spotted Owl will remain until
answersare available for most of the above topics. Meanwhile, the only prudent course is conservative management of Spotted Owls to ensure
that no essential, future option is foreclosed.
VI. Recommendations
A. Introduction

Most of the remaining habitat suitable for Spotted Owls in Oregon, Washington, northwest California, and the Sierra Nevada is on public land
administered by several agencies,primarily the
Forest Service. The management plan being developed by this agency will inevitably involve a
reduction in habitat available for these owls as
timber harvesting proceeds.The specializedhabitat requirements of the Spotted Owl, which extensively involve old-growth Douglas-fir in
northwest California and the Pacific Northwest,
will undoubtedly make a decline in the population of this bird a prominent consequenceof this
reduction. Depending on the management alternative adopted, this could involve over half of
the Spotted Owls currently living in this area.
Such a consciousdecision for population reduction to a critical level in a non pest speciesmust
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surely be unique in the history of wildlife manand the Sierra Nevada should be directed to
agement.The current population of Spotted Owls maintenance of a minimum total of 1500 pairs
in California, Oregon, and Washington already of thesebirds (seeII.C-E). This number is based
is as low or lower than some of the speciesor on recent surveys indicating a confirmed popusubspeciesconsidered by the USFWS to be en- lation for this overall area of approximately 2000
dangered. Historically, population declines and/ pairs of Spotted Owls. The Advisory Panel beor extinctions of North American birds precip- lieves that 1500 pairs is an absolute minimum
itated by human actions have been based on ig- for providing any prospectfor long-term survival
norance of one sort or another. However, in this of the Spotted Owl in northwest California, the
case a consideredjudgment of a federal agency Sierra Nevada, and the Pacific Northwest. We
could begin or accelerate an irreversible decline are marginally comfortable with this number
(which is similar to those characterizing several
in the Spotted Owl in northern California, Oregon, and Washington. We caution that more of the birds listed in Table III) only because
may be involved here than the maintenance of the Spotted Owl has a widespread and relatively
a viable population of a single speciesof verte- uniform distribution over this area, in contrast
brate. The role of the Spotted Owl as an indicator to the restricteddistributions characterizingmost
of the condition and extent of old-growth Doug- birds currently regarded as endangered. Our nulas-fir forest inevitably links its status with that merical recommendation is thus predicated on
of some basic relationships concerning energy the maintenance of this broad distribution. To
capture and nutrient recycling within old-growth put the minimum number of 1500 pairs in perthat are probably of inestimable functional imspective, we must point out that it represents a
portance to the overall ecology of the Pacific decline of 25% from the presentlyconfirmed level
Northwest.
of 2000 pairs for the area to which our recomThe Advisory Panel has attempted to be as mendation pertains. We believe that managerisk-averse as possible in the development of its ment proposals involving any smaller numbers
recommendations for Spotted Owls over the area of Spotted Owls are unrealistic and incapable of
ofwashington, Oregon,northwestCalifornia, and ensuring viability, especially in the absence of
the Sierra Nevada. While no recommendations firm data concerning important aspects of the
can be risk-free, we do believe that ours give a owl’s population dynamics.
Regarding implementation of this recommenreasonable chance of protecting the birds in the
near term, as well as avoiding the foreclosure of dation, we assume that responsibility for maintenance and monitoring of the local populations
options that may be needed as further information is obtained. The best prospect is the of Spotted Owls must involve a broad spectrum
maintenance of a sufficient number of Spotted of federal, state, and private organizations. The
Owls over a broad enough area and it is this Forest Service manifestly will have to assume
combination our recommendations are designed the lead role in these activities, by virtue of the
extensive areas of habitat contained in the nato provide.
The crucial parts of our recommendations, of tional forests. However, the Bureau of Land
course,deal with the number and distribution of Management will also have a particularly vital
Spotted Owls that we judge to provide a reason- role to play. Indeed, the completion ofthe habitat
able prospect for maintaining a viable popula- network critical to sustaining a proper distribution of the owls is heavily dependent on BLM
tion in Oregon, Washington, northwest California, and the Sierra Nevada. Nonetheless, it is lands in Oregon.
vital that we also offer guidelines concerning im(2) Current geographic distribution of the
plementation of any management plan and the Spotted Owls in Oregon, Washington, northwest
researchneeded to put management of the owls California, and the Sierra Nevada should be
on the firmest basis possible. We therefore put
maintained througha habitat networksystemlike
forward our recommendations organized into
that underdevelopmentby the Forest Serviceand
cooperating agencies (see II.D-E, III., IV.B,
three categoriesreflecting these considerations.
1V.D). As noted above, this recommendation is
B. Recommendations
ConcerningNumbers, Home
inseparable from that specifying the number of
Ranges,and Distribution of SpottedOwls
pairs of owls. All habitat management areas tar(1) The management program for Spotted Owls geted for the network must have specific map
in Oregon, Washington, northwest California, locations that are readily identifiable by the pub-
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lit. The need is to provide immediately for a
sufficient number of breeding pairs of owls. Becausethe present network system includes many
habitat areas that are unoccupied by Spotted
Owls, an equal number of “interim” home ranges
with known breeding pairs should be added to
the network until the areas originally included
in the network plan are shown to contain breeding pairs. These interim home ranges should be
compatible with the dispersalguidelines used to
develop the network. To assurethat the network
is fully integrated, it is especially important that
the segment of it on lands administered by the
Bureau of Land Management between the Coast
Range and the Cascadesin Oregon be included.
It is equally critical that all existing home ranges
in the ShastaCounty, California, portions of the
Shastaand LassenNational Forestsbe protected
to sustain the linkage acrossState Highway 299
between the Sierran and northwest Californian
segments of the Spotted Owl population with
which we are concerned. Acquisition of private
land containing active home ranges in this area
could significantly contribute to maintenance of
this linkage.
(3) The view that an efective breedingpopulation of 500 always @ices to maintain suficient genetic variability for subsequentevolution
in a changing environment should be discarded
from managementformulations (see1I.D). As we
note in this report (1I.D. l), the value of 500 for
effective population size (NJ rests on a poor
model applied to one trait in fruit flies. No particular value of N, can guarantee adequate genetic variability against all environmental contingencies. Moreover, one cannot specify the
probability that sufficient genes will exist in a
population of particular size without defining the
magnitude and nature of the changesconfronting
it. Unfortunately, these changescannot be forecast. Therefore all one can say is that the species
may be endangered by insufficient genetic variability and that there are feweralleles,other things
being equal, in small populations than in large
ones. The Advisory Panel believes that adverse
developments for the Spotted Owl arising from
demographicand environmental stochasticityare
more immediate concerns than loss of heterozygosity and possible inbreeding depression.
(4) Habitat areas that include4500 acres(1823
ha) of old-growth forest should be retained for
pairs of Spotted Owls in the Washingtonportion
of the network. Habitat areas for accommodat-

ing pairs in Oregon and northwest California
should provide 2500 acres (1013 ha) of oldgrowth. On the basisofpreliminary information,
we recommend that thejigure for old-growth in
the home ranges of pairs of Spotted Owls in the
Sierra Nevada be 1400 acres (567 ha). (See III)
Becausecertain home ranges with less than the
prescribed area of old-growth forest are known
to support breeding pairs of Spotted Owls, deviations from’ the prescription may be allowed,
contingent on adequate documentation and approval of a standing committee of experts, the
majority of which is drawn from neither the
agencyinvolved nor industry. Relaxation of these
prescriptions concerning habitat areas should be
permitted only if research establishes unquestionably the safety of such an action.
C. Recommendations
ConcerningAccountabilityfor
and Implementationof ManagementPlans
( 1) Current proceduresfor guaranteeing accountability of agencypersonnel responsiblefor assuring maintenance of viablepopulations of Spotted
Owls should be improved (see 1V.C). This recommendation is directed toward the Forest Service becauseof its primary role in the management effort, but it should have benefit for other
agenciesas well. Performance standards should
include explicit targets for wildlife and fisheries,
range, watershed,soil, recreation, and scenicand
cultural values, in addition to timber. Attainment of targets in the various categoriesshould
receive equal emphasis.
(2) A well-designedmonitoring system should
be implemented on a sample basis (see 1V.D).
This system must give reliable estimates of (a)
the proportion of network home ranges supporting breeding pairs of Spotted Owls and (b)
reproductive rates in relation to population
maintenance. The results this system provides
should be subject to ongoing review, to determine whether adjustment of the management effort is required. These results should be subject
to periodic review by the public.
D.

Recommendation
for Research

(1) A well-designedprogram of intensiveand extensiveresearchshouldbe undertaken as soon as
possible(seeV.B). Uncertainty about severalcritical features of the population biology of the
Spotted Owl preclude development of a “failsafe” management plan at this time. These are
reflected in the priorities accorded our various
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research recommendations. General guidelines
for appropriate studies,accompanied by preliminary estimates of costs,are provided in Appendix IV. It is important that management plans
be responsive to new information arising from
researchefforts, following its collation and thorough analysis.
VII. Summary and Synopsis of
Recommendation
The Scientific Advisory Panel on the Spotted
Owl has developed a set of recommendations
concerning the maintenance of the viability of
this bird in an area that includes Oregon, Washington, northwest California, and the Sierra Nevada. Some of these deal with the number of
birds required, their distribution, and area of their
home ranges. The remainder concern implementation and monitoring of management plans,
and researchneeded to increase the precision of
the managementeffort. Our approachdiffersfrom
that used by the agencies, notably the USDA
Forest Service, for it emphasizesnumber of birds
rather than number of habitat areas, and it deals
with a natural segment of the Spotted Owl’s distribution in the Pacific statesrather than a single
administrative jurisdiction of a particular agency. Our orientation has been prompted by two
considerations:biological reality and the need to
involve in the management effort the whole series of agencies administering land containing
suitable habitat for these owls in the Pacific
Northwest, northwest California, and the Sierra
Nevada.
Our recommendations consist of the following:
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(4) Habitat areas that include4500 acres(1823
ha) of old-growth forest should be retained for
pairs of Spotted Owls in the Washingtonportion
of the network. Habitat areas for accommodating pairs in Oregon and northwest California
should provide 2500 acres (1013 ha) of oldgrowth. On the basisofpreliminary information,
we recommend that the figure for old-growth in
the home ranges of pairs of Spotted Owls in the
Sierra Nevada be 1400 acres (567 ha).
(5) Current proceduresfor guaranteeing accountability of agency personnel responsiblefor
maintenance of viable populations of Spotted
Owls should be improved.
(6) A well-designedmonitoring system should
be implemented on a sample basis.
(7) A well-designedprogram of intensive and
extensiveresearchshould be undertaken as soon
as possible.
We believe these measures provide a reasonable chance of maintaining a viable population
of Spotted Owls in Oregon, Washington, northwest California, and the Sierra Nevada over the
near-term and of retaining options that may be
needed as research provides a basis for a more
precise standard of management. In the judgment of the Advisory Panel, the caseof the Spotted Owl in northwest California and the Pacific
Northwest involves more than the welfare of a
single vertebrate species.The value of this bird
as an indicator of the condition and extent of
old-growth Douglas-fir forest may well facilitate
protection of some basic functional relationships
of this plant assemblagethat are vital to the overall ecology of the Pacific Northwest.
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